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Negotiating Tradition and Change:
Keeping Tradition in Tow, but in Check!

Today's Christian community leader is in a precarious position.  Like the rest
of American society the church is dealing with the technological innovations and
consumerist exacerbations of an information and market-driven age.  Trapped
between a commitment to the faith and an emerging generation that is as shaped by
a limitless world on the web and 500 cable stations, the Christian who is committed
to purposeful and prophetic leadership is hard pressed to transcend these
circumstances.  To be sure, this dilemma does not have as much to do with the
preacher as the culture of the institution that the preacher is called to serve.  Ever
since Antioch Christians have wrestled with the dilemma of remaining true to
tradition while fulfilling the biblical mandate to offer a living Christ to successive
generations.

For example, in the second chapter of Galatians the Apostle Paul provides an
account of his dilemma with the Apostle Peter.  Though both were crucial character
actors on the main stages of church development (not to mention homiletic
heavyweights in their own right), these great pillars of the faith were embroiled in
conflict for the majority of their respective public ministries.   At the heart of their
conflict was the issue of discipleship-more specifically, discipleship to a new class
of folk who were not familiar with the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob.  The
dilemma was whether Gentiles were required to follow Jewish customs and laws in
order to be followers of Jesus Christ.

Peter understood Jesus to be the Messiah that would expand the Jewish faith
and deliver Israel from its enemies.  Paul, however, understood Jesus to be the
fulfillment of Mosaic Law and the conduit to usher in God's desire to "do a new
thing."  Peter affirmed Jewish customs and laws as a tool of proselytization.  But Paul
preached that Gentiles could be saved sola fide or by faith in Christ alone.    Though
Peter did not disagree with Paul in principle, being saved by faith did not mean the



obliteration of the traditions of their foreparents.   In fact, Peter was proud of his
Jewish tradition and understood it to be essential in the disciplining process to make
effective Christian disciples.  Paul, however, regarded Peter's "old-school" mindset
and behavior as a hindrance to the expansion of the church.  From Paul's perspective,
encouraging the Gentiles to ascribe to a tradition that the Jews could not live up to
themselves was fatuous at best.   Thus, in short, Peter was concerned with
tradition-retaining the laws and customs of the past in shaping the future of the faith.
And Paul was concerned with progress-expanding the Gospel of Jesus Christ to new
converts.

To view mainline Protestantism today from a panoramic perspective is to
witness a similar dilemma.  The mainline church seems to be engaged in a civil war
between two polarizing sides-two binary extremes yet different sides of the same
coin.  One camp in the tradition of Peter-overly concerned with retaining tradition. 
And another camp in the tradition of Paul-overly concerned with progress and mass
appeal.  Indeed, two sides of the same dangerous predicament that can render the
local church inconsequential in meeting the needs of a changing America.

On the one hand, we have churches that are preaching a smoke-signal gospel
in an information age.  These congregations are committed to singing give me that ol'
time religion ‘cause its good enough for me without stopping to ask whether it is
good enough for subsequent generations of Christians with new needs, social
concerns and difficulties in a contemporary society.  Many of these congregations
pride themselves on being the protectors of tradition.  With hubris-laced
self-righteousness they believe themselves to be the sophisticated, responsible and
the ecclesiastically respectable institutions of the community.   Of course they would
never engage any semblance of worship that reflects anything that may be seen on
television or at the nearest evangelical megachurch and many embrace a negative
self-definition (i.e. they define themselves according to who and what they are not
versus how they understand their own role and purpose in the community).

As a result, many of these churches gather their erudite and traditional wagons
around the building and become the arbiter of all that is the "true church."  In the
spirit of Matthew Arnold, these preachers become the high-cultured Jeremiahs
standing in judgment of all that is popular in religion among the foolish, crass masses
in society. Rather than answering the call to be "fishers of men" they are content with
being keepers of the aquarium-a righteous remnant of yesterday's reality.

But could it be that this form of ecclesiastical elitism is animated by
ecclesiastical insecurity?  The outward projections of the inner anxieties of those who
have obtained their educations, and played by the denominational rules only to watch
an ideological demagogue with the theological sophistication of a four-year old
around the corner pack in thousands every Sunday with a microwave theology and
a hip-hop liturgy?  Like Peter, I am certain that these communities are confident in



the rich tradition of which they were raised yet possibly frustrated by witnessing the
meteoric success of the bleach-tipped, spikey-haired new preacher on the block who
proclaims an ahistorical message that dismisses the faith of their own parents.

In many cases it is this type of insecurity that can lead to an unyielding
ecclesiology.  Pastors and church leaders dig in their heels and refute liturgical
ingenuity and creativity as to not be associated with ministers that they disdain
publicly but envy privately. But this response proves to have deleterious
consequences. Rather than the church being a living organism it becomes a fossilized
remnant.  Today too many of the mainline congregations that are in our memories as
productive epicenters of energy are now old relics on the road to extinction.  Though
they were once respected, tall steeple churches of the community, such congregations
have been reduced to crumbling and cumbersome edifices of inconsequence.  The
dwindling memberships of the Mount Zion's and Memorial Reformed Presbyterians
of this contemporary moment can serve as a constant reminder to us that extinction
is always the price of rigid elitism.

On the other hand, we have ministries that are overly concerned with progress
and mass appeal.  Many of these congregations present Jesus as the latest hot
commodity to be marketed among America's hyper-consumerist culture industries. 
Committed to "keeping it real" and making Jesus relevant, a new breed of clergy has
extracted the gospel message from the rich tradition of the Hebrew prophets and
Jesus' public witness here on earth.  With one hand on the remote control and the
other on the Bible such ministries blindly follow the capricious currents of popular
culture.

This type of congregation emulates and imitates the ministries of those deemed
successful and financially lucrative.  They may go and purchase big screens for the
front of their church though the sanctuary only seats a couple of hundred.  They
purchase the latest fashion styles, integrate any and all forms of popular music into
the worship, and hire the most attractive youth pastor they can find, regardless of call,
commitment or clerical training.  And they may embrace theologically and ethically
questionable doctrines that were invented within the heads of a few celebrity
television preachers but not grounded in scripture, reason or tradition.  To be sure,
such churches usually draw bigger crowds, create a buzz in the community and
typically even raise more money in the offering plate on Sunday.  Yet in their quest
to be popular they lose sight of what it means to be prophetic-speaking truth to power
and standing up for the "least of these" among us.

Unfortunately, too many Christians are experiencing the underside of such a
ministry model.  While select preachers are experiencing celebrity, an increasing
number of committed Christians are being forced to choose between contributing to
the new building fund and dealing with rising costs of living on stagnant, if not
decreasing, wages.  Though parishioners hear sermons on prosperity, increase and



overflow ad nauseam, Christian stalwart themes of love, justice and charity are
sacrificed at the altar of individuality.  And while more persons are accepting Jesus
every Sunday within these congregations many are confused about who and what they
are embracing.

Let's be honest; many parishioners in these contexts are not accepting Jesus as
the one who came to set the captives free or concerned with transforming the Jericho
Road.  Many are accepting Jesus as the one who can merely fix credit scores, increase
investment portfolios and possibly set me up with that man or woman that sings in the
choir.  Rather than being a living savior who controls the keys to the Kingdom, Jesus
is embraced as a cosmic concierge who controls the keys to a new car and five
bedroom house.  This is the result of Jesus not being grounded in a tradition; Jesus
of Nazareth thus becomes a floating signifier at the whims of a creative but misguided
charismatic personality.

For these reasons we must ask ourselves the question: what does it profit the
church to gain commercial appeal and widespread acceptance but lose the soul of the
gospel message?-a message of love and justice for all of God's people.  Some may
argue that the price of progress and profit has become the total eradication of the past
and obliteration of the tradition that has brought us this far by faith.  One cannot help
but to wonder if generations of preachers have come over a way that with tears have
been watered only for their offspring to "arrive" and burn the bridge of Christian
social struggle and tradition behind them.

Now in terms of trying to better understand how to keep tradition in tow, but
in check, it may be beneficial for us to distinguish the difference between the fragility
of cultural memory versus the fecundity of a living tradition-two distinct concepts
that we often conflate and confuse.  Here it is important to consider the role of
cultural memory.  Cultural memory has two sides.  On the one hand, it can help foster
a collective identity and group cohesion.  It unites us by shining a light on the best
moments of the past to remind us who and what we, as a given community, have the
potential to be in the future.  Yet, on the other hand, cultural memory can also be
deceptive.  Cultural memory can become a form of therapy to assuage our anxieties,
honing in narrowly on what a group considers the high moments.  Cultural memory
over time becomes increasingly fragile.  Factual inconsistencies are miraculously
connected and the many crooked places along the historical highway are made
straight.  Cultural memory, then, easily devolves into mythic nostalgia concerning the
good ol' days.  We look back at history through rose colored lenses.  And we fail to
admit that the "good ol days," were never quite as they have now become in our
collective constructed fiction.

And the problem with this is that our traditions soon become tyrannies of
nostalgia that arrest our imaginations in regards to the contemporary moment and
particular realities that we now must confront.  We burden younger generations with



impossible standards that they could never live up to, which, of course, we never
lived up to. Let's take the recent history of the civil rights movement in America as
an example.  I was inspired as a young man by what my father had to endure in Jim
Crow North Carolina, and the creative ways he and his siblings yet fought for their
education and in college fought against the system of segregation.  You can believe
as a child and teenager, having this sacred history in my suburban Atlanta
upper-middleclass household prevented me from making excuses concerning my
performance in school.  On the other hand, I did find it curious that, if you let my
father tell it, it seems like it snowed a lot in North Carolina in the 1940s and 50s
because he was always walking to and from school in the snow.  Nor did I understand
how his route to and from school seemed to be uphill both ways.

Also, on a more serious note, when we become obsessed with what religion
Professor Eddie Glaude at Princeton University refers to as "traditional vocabularies
of struggle" in the contemporary moment, can we really meet the challenges of the
moment when we do not allow ourselves to think outside the box of what previous
generations experienced?  Particularly since social injustice, while still alive, has a
distinctively different shape and character in 1989 than it did in 1959.  Just as it has
a different shape in 2014 than it did in 1989?  Thus, what happens when the nostalgia
of the past becomes tyrannical over us?  No. My generation did not experience
colored only signs and Jim Crow.  But my father's generation did not experience a
privatized prison industrial complex where profit was predicated on imprisonment. 
My generation did not experience the same kind of ethnic and gender discrimination
in the workplace.  But my mother and father's generation did not experience the
deindustrialization of the workplace, the disappearance of factory jobs that paid living
wages, and the drying up of local and rural economies and businesses due to job
outsourcing and three big box stores dominate the vast majority of consumer goods. 
This is why we must free our imaginations to address social, structural and civic
issues that generations before us may or may not have ever even imagined.

Hence, the fragility of cultural memory and tyrannical narratives of nostalgia
should not be confused with the fecundity of a living tradition.  Living traditions
bring the insights to a new age in ways that are both inspirational and decidedly
relevant.  Not as a static symbol or standard to which everything is measured, but as
a productive component of one's fluid, living identity. For example, is this not our
task when we seek to tell the story of a man from Galilee who possessed antibiotics
in the hem of his garment?  Whether our point of emphasis is Jesus as moral exemplar
or the atoning work of the cross, we all seek to make Jesus spring from the pages of
antiquity in order that he may be pressed upon the hearts and minds of the
contemporary hearer in a real and relevant way.

In order to do this whatever, we, like the greatest of those who came before us
must not only be able to speak to the head of society, but also the heart.  To do so we
must figure out why it is that certain messages resonate in a particular way, while



other messages, though good and positive, fall flat.  It is consistent with something
I heard Beth Turnage say last night about her father-in-law Fred.  He loved to hear
people's stories.  When you affirm someone's story, you affirm their humanity.  And
when you affirm their humanity, you cannot see them simply as a static identity or
demographic category.  And when you know a little something about where a person
is coming from, you can understand the clues and cues, both good and bad, about why
certain issues speak to them at a deep, visceral level.

Literary scholar Linda Kintz in her wonderful book Between Jesus and the
Market uses the concept of resonance to get at the emotional appeal of seemingly
oppressive and incoherent belief systems that have become so popular.  For Kintz, the
concept of resonance refers to "the intensification of political passion in which people
with very different interests are linked together by feelings aroused and organized to
saturate the most public, even global issues."  In other words, like in the acoustical
sense, feelings and emotions can be prolonged and intensified by tapping into
sympathetic vibrations.  We speak to persons' cultural defaults and thus our message
resonates with them.

So in terms of popular though oppressive religious discourse, the sympathetic
vibrations come in the form of cultural familiarity-that which has always been, just
is, and should always be.  Familiarization promotes the concept of cultural resonance
when the discourse has an a priori understanding of what it advocates.  For example,
wealth is good because it is! Jesus is a Republican or a Democrat because either I find
more enjoyable Rush Limbaugh or Rachel Maddow.  Or my ministry is successful,
because successful people have large followings.  Yet in the process, we are not
necessarily even cognizant of the way popular media may be contributing to our
default understandings of what it means to be pious, anointed, and have or obtain
what the Greeks referred to as eudaimonia, or happiness.  This is why I am suggesting
that before we just outright dismiss ministerial models that don't jibe with us, we must
pay more attention to the sorts of affective structures of feelings that are animating
them.  The more we understand the cultural default positions of our parishioners,
largely informed by a saturation of the mass mediated echo chambers, the more we
can then understand why seemingly oppressive and retardant theologies and political
philosophies capture the hearts and imaginations of sincere and logical human beings.

This is why as communities of faith, we cannot become a theological island
unto ourselves-bound to a monastic tradition forsaking blogging and kindle in
commitment to our papyrus.  We can't reject forms of mass or new media
technologies outright.  If we do, televangelists with the biggest microphones will
continue to define the faith.  Nor should we simply turn over the progressive cause
to Bill Moyers, Charlie Rose and Tavis Smiley. A fresh model of ministry
understands that the packaging, presentation and application of the gospel does not
need to compromise the immutability of the gospel message.  We live in a multimedia
age.  Television, radio, the mass production of DVD's and the maintenance of



websites are the way people access information.  Thus, it is incumbent upon Christian
communities to utilize all modern resources at one's disposal.  Such an approach
involves the capacity to make the gospel relevant without being relativistic.  In other
words, preachers cannot afford to be scared of the debates and discourses of popular
culture.

But let me be clear.  At the same time, I am not suggesting that creating a new
class of ecclesial talking heads should be our goal. In our effort to raise our profile,
proselytize, and increase our public involvement, let's remain cognizant of the
intoxicating allure of media attention and political punditry.  A 24 hour infotainment
news-cycle is often too willing to replace thorough social analysis and deep
theological reflection with 5 second sound-bites, cute catchphrases and provocative
quotes.  And in this particular historical moment, as the problems, pains, and
perplexities resultant of the dominant worldview in recent decades engulf us, our
communities can ill-afford sound-bite solutions to complex problems.  In the name
of being relevant, we cannot become a part of the cult of anti-intellectualism.  Nor can
we allow our theological production and ecclesiastical missions to become colonized
by the language of the economy and marketing.

Therefore, even as I think about this dilemma of keeping tradition in check, but
in tow, as we engage popular culture, I have to remind myself that there is a
difference between being popular and making an impact.  The progressive, prophetic
tradition of Christianity has always made an impact, yet has never necessarily been
popular.  Prophets work from the margins.  And their voices, when at its best, are not
heralded by the mainstream.  Here I am reminded of both the life of Jesus and Martin
Luther King, Jr.  At Calvary the masses preferred Barabbas, even as Jesus' closest
disciples rejected him.  And on April 4, 1968, the vast majority of Americans,
including black folks, described King as irrelevant and out of touch.  Yet I heard
somewhere that truth pressed down will rise again.

This is why I don't want my lecture today to be perceived as any suggestion for
us to enter any cultural popularity contest, even among the so-called Christian
Community.  No I don't think there should be a reality show entitled, America's Next
Top Preacher.  But I do think that we should be reminded that a charge to keep we
have, and that charge involves serving the best of our traditions as a dish that is
recognizable.  And, most importantly, prepared so that it meets the spiritual needs of
the moment!


